
Tarot for the Beginner book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Psychic Dayle Schear teaches a method to read the cards in one, eas...Â Start by marking â€œTarot for the Beginner: A Simple & Easy, Step-By-Step Guide to Reading the Tarot Cards in One Hour or Less!â€ as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read.
Currently Reading: Read. Tarot for the beginner by Dayle Schear, 1994, Blue Dolphin Pub. edition, in English.Â Internet Archive Open Library Book Donations 300 Funston Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118. Better World Books. Amazon. More. Bookshop.org. When you buy books using these links the Internet Archive may earn a small commission. Benefits of donating.Â A simple & easy step-by-step guide to reading the tarot cards in one hour or less! by Dayle Schear. 0 Ratings. 0 Want to read. 0 Currently reading. 0 Have read. This edition was published in 1994 by Blue Dolphin Pub. in Nevada City, CA. How To Use & Read Tarot Cards. Chances are, you’ve found this page for good reason: You’ve just picked up a Tarot deck, perhaps your first. You’ve spent some time flipping and familiarizing, and are ready to put them to use. This is an exciting undertaking—insight into your past, present, and even factors influencing your future can all be found in the cards.Â You may have seen the Tarot presented as a means of telling the futureâ€”even changing itâ€”but the cards are actually most useful for reflection and empowered decision-making. From this vantage, Tarot can only aid on your journey to fulfillment.Â They’re also easier to act upon. The minor arcana is separated into four suitsâ€”wands, swords, cups, and pentacles, traditionallyâ€”and each suit relates to a facet of human experience. Generally, tarot decks contain more cards, and each card features an illustration associated with its meaning. The decks have been reimagined many times with different styles and themes. The most important thing is that your tarot deck resonates with you: Buy a deck youâ€™re want to use and practice with.Â The simplest of these is a one-card spread, where a single card is pulled. Pulling a single card at a time can be less overwhelming than a full spread, and it can give you the opportunity to get to know the cards better.Â Step 7. Begin to learn to read the tarot deck. First up, the minor arcana. Cups, associated with water, is the suit that deals primarily with emotions, openness and imagination.